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Steve Cunningham was a lawyer for one week before being thrown into a family 
business. To educate himself in that business he dedicated himself to reading a 
different business book every day. Steve went on to turn that reading habit into a side 
hustle business at readitfor.me, a super cool business and personal development book 
summary service. 

Where the Idea for ReadItFor.me Came From 

The family business was a signage business and Steve had no prior knowledge or 
expertise in running a business so he decided to educate himself by reading a different 
business book each day. 

Steve didn’t see himself working in the signage business long-term so he started 
building up a marketing agency inside the business. This was back in 2010 when social 
media for businesses was still in its infancy. Steve was attending meetings with other 
businesses trying to gain clients, but with little luck. (What he called “free consulting.”) 
He did however notice something interesting while in a lot of his meetings – business 
books he had read were often on the shelves in their offices. 

Using this as a conversation starter Steve realized his potential clients rarely, if ever, 
had actually read the books on their shelves. This is what gave Steve the idea for his 
business, he saw the opportunity to produce videos summarizing business books 
making it quick and easy to digest the message of the books. 

Steve put together his first video summary (on Jack Welch’s Winning) and emailed 10 
people with his first video, which was just him talking over a Keynote presentation.  

These 10 people shared the video with others in their network and the word began to 
spread. Before long, the 10 subscribers turned into 1000, who’d opted in to be notified 
when the next summary came out. He said people shared the videos because they 
were unique and interesting. 

Pricing the Product and Growing the Business 

A couple months later, one subscriber insisted on paying for it “so the service wouldn’t 
go away.” Steve set up a basic PayPal button and a price of $29.99 a month, saying, 
“We just made a number out of thin air of what we thought people would pay.”  

Growing This Side Hustle into a Full-Time Business 

Steve started reaching out to companies to sell large subscriptions for their employees. 
The first client he landed was Zappos. He sent an email to their CEO who introduced 
him to their HR and employee development decision makers. He still has Zappos as a 
client to-date and also sees new clients signing up after being recommended by Zappos. 

A lot of the company’s growth has been organic though word of mouth and Steve has a 
mix of corporate and individual customers. He can be difficult to get the attention of 
large organizations, so he’s currently employing the B-to-C-to-B strategy. This involves 
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having an individual champion within an organization first, then approaching their HR 
department and explaining how they already have employees using the service and can 
upgrade for a company-wide deal. 

He said targeting corporate clients brought in significant sales and predictable recurring 
annual revenue.  

It was this July when Steve decided to focus all his efforts into the business. He still 
reads and summarizes the books, but now has a team of 5 working with him and puts a 
lot of production time into the videos. 

Opting for a Lifetime Membership Model 

Lifetime memberships are not suitable for all businesses and can be a tough decision 
whether or not to offer one. Steve is trying to build a business that he can carry on 
building for the rest of his life. He looked at the pros and cons to offering a lifetime 
membership for a one-off payment. The main drawback is the loss of monthly 
membership revenue, but there is a lot of potential for a higher conversion rate overall. 

Steve took a section of his mailing list that were not currently paying customers and 
offered them the lifetime membership. He had an impressive 20% conversion rate which 
exceeded his expectations and more than validated the decision to make this offer. The 
lifetime cost is currently $250, which up against their annual price of $299 makes it a 
tempting offer. 

With such a high conversion rate, the next step Steve took was customers and other 
business owners with audiences who might be interested in the book summary service. 
He sets these partners up on an affiliate marketing model, which gives them a monetary 
incentive to share with their audience and network. This opens up new markets and 
audiences he otherwise wouldn’t have had access to, and is still seeing conversion 
rates of 10-12%. 

Steve crunched the numbers on how this lifetime offer works out against monthly or 
annual memberships, saying, “It does not hurt our customer lifetime value.” Being able 
to reach a much wider audience and secure customers that otherwise might not have 
become a paying customer is better for the bottom line overall. This is best summed up 
by Steve, who said “the conversion rate ended up being about 10 times better than it 
was before.” 

Looking forward Steve is planning to test some paid ads on Facebook and YouTube. If 
you want to take advantage of this $250 lifetime offer, Steve has put up a landing page 
for listeners of The Side Hustle Show at readitfor.me/hustle. (affiliate link) 

Steve’s #1 Tip for Side Hustle Nation: 

“Over 50% of workers will be freelance by 2020; this shift will either the biggest 
opportunity or the biggest threat in your career. Generate multiple income streams.” 
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More Info: 

 http://www.sidehustlenation.com/steve 
 
  https://readitfor.me 

 
Until next time! 

-Nick 
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